Specialist Opportunity Kokstad Private Hospital
Situation
Kokstad is situated in southern Kwa- Zulu Natal on the border of the Eastern Cape. It is in close
proximity of the Wild Coast, South Coast, Drakensberg mountains and Lesotho. The closest
cities are Pietermaritzburg and Durban. Kokstad is an agricultural and service centre. It is at the
confluence of five major roads and drains an area in excess of 3 million people with a large
proportion on medical aid. The town has the best of both worlds- small enough that work is 3
robots away and large enough to have all the necessary shops. It is a fantastic town to grow
children and have a family orientated lifestyle with more than enough work to make a good
interesting living out of practicing medicine.
Hospital
The Kokstad Private Hospital is a 36 bed hospital. There are rooms for 7 resident Gps, 5
specialist consulting rooms, 2 fully equipped theatres, and labour ward, high care beds together
with x-ray and CT scanner services. The hospital was built in 2005 and has been fully
operational and success since it started. It has been granted additional beds by the Dept of Health
should it be necessary. There is ease of practice as all facilities are one building. No wasting of
time travelling to hospital or rooms. No fighting for beds or theatre time.
Medical Situation
If you want to work in a friendly medical ecosystem surrounded by first world IT systems- fully
electronic records, real time billing computerised digital x-rays- Kokstad might surprise you. The
hospital is run and controlled by general practitioners. This is an unusual situation for specialists
to work in and certainly breaks the mould. If you want to share in 65000 electronic medical
records of the 7 resident Gps, receive referrals from the 30 plus Gps in drainage area, work as
pure specialist by receiving patients worked up by agreed protocols, work unopposed and walk
into an immediate practice with no cost Kokstad might be for you. The financial rewards will be
equal or more than starting or joining a practice in a city. Obtain an immediate return on all the
hard work of specialising without having to fight for your place in the sun. The patients are
grateful and their medical conditions interesting and varied. The medical environment is one of
collaboration rather than competition. There are unlimited financial and medical opportunities in
bringing medical services to the large unserviced drainage area.
Financial
Hospital shares will be offered to joining specialists and they will share in the future growth and
success of the Kokstad Private Hospital. A unique situation to receive a double income by
bringing much needed services to a rural area. The Kokstad Medical Admin Trust will do your
practice administration for a fee and guide you through the unfamiliar complexities of having to
run a business without the necessary training.
Summary
If you want to break the mould and have a fulfilling balanced medical specialist career from a
medical, financial, social and family perspective please give us a call and we will arrange for you
to visit and see for yourself.

